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ABSTRACT: Battery powered wireless sensor networks (WSN) though may be put in at reduced value however 
because of their high power consumption and corresponding would like for normal battery replacement has created 
wireless sensor network tough and expensive to keep up. Energy gathering is that the method by that energy freely on 
the market from the surroundings, and is captured and regenerate into usable power. This analysis can build the 
revolution towards long lived massive scale detector networks. The challenge is within the WSN node integration with 
an energy harvester, power management, energy storage, communications, and vary of detector varieties. This paper 
shortly discusses the trends in energy gathering technologies used for WSN. It conjointly reviews varied energy 
gathering technologies presently on the market or underdevelopment. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
 Recently, owing to increasing population, severe weather changes, and warming, food and energy crises 

became important problems around the world. Setting observance mistreatment advanced device, computing, and 
communication technologies has been wide utilized for exactness agriculture, disaster alarm, and land protection. The 
rising technology of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) provides period controls and communication with the physical 
world to cut back the chance of food shortages and casualties from disasters. To be wide deployed, wireless device 
nodes need miniaturized and independent sensory devices with advanced wireless communication technology. A key 
challenge of present sensor networks is finding a reliable energy supply for their long-run operations. Wiring a power-
source to sensors not solely prices an enormous quantity of labour and resources however conjointly end up in potential 
contamination made by the batteries. Renewable and environment-friendly energy sources, like star, tidal, and 
alternative energy, have attracted abundant attention because the price and environmental impact of fossil energy will 
increase. However, the value of building infrastructure for gather natural energy is one in all the foremost hurdles 
within the present use of those energy sources. What is more, environmental energy powerfully depends on the weather 
and season, and its performance has obvious variations between day and night. Energy variations typically limit the 
practicableness of long-run and wide-ranging operations of those systems. Therefore, there's a pressing demand to 
develop a property power supply that may provide enough power to wireless sensors in remote locations whereas 
requiring less maintenance and low prices. 

 
II. WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS 

 
Advances in VLSI, MEMS (Micro electromechanical system),and wireless communication technologies have 

created WSN smaller, faster, and cheaper to observe variety of applications like industrial instrumentality, healthcare, 
soil wetness, building strength etc. WSN nodes are going to be employed in thousands in our homes to manage lights, 
temperature or to supervise home appliances; in business to manage producing processes; in automobile to see 
pressure; to observe environmental dangerous gases. WSN nodes integrates communication capabilities, processing, 
and sensing. Sensor links the physical world; micro-controller developments the sensor information and stores in 
memory; transceiver will a brief vary RF communication wirelessly with the neighbour WSN nodes. Power provides 
includes energy harvester and dc-dc convertor that provides the ability to on top of 3 parts. Planning applications for 
WSN is difficult once sizable amount of WSN nodes are deployed and power consumption of every node is 
additionally high. WSN nodes monitor physical quantities that changes terribly slowly and therefore need terribly low 
power duty cycle and then low average power demand. To attain on top of the WSN node scan sleep most of the time 
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and wakes up only it expects knowledge from a neighbour node. With this, even router nodes are going to be feeble 
throughout sleeping and so; one can do ultra-low power operations. Usually batteries got to get replaced in three to five 
years looking on the appliance of WSN. Changing batteries of tons of or maybe thousands of nodes is cumbersome, 
costly, and environmental unfriendly. Passive sensors measurement temperature, humidity, or motion victimization 
accelerometer consumes negligible power relative to different parts of a WSN node. MEMS primarily based sensors 
compactness and low power consumption makes them engaging in several applications. However, active sensors like 
gas detectors and imagers are often massive consumers of power. Self power-driven nodes are needed to avoid battery 
maintenance price that wants an awfully very little power to work for long periods of your time. This can be potential 
with ultra-low power wireless sensing element network nodes and energy harvest home. By victimization 
communication centrical transceiver chip, wireless mesh network, and synchronous wakeup and sleep cycles, engineers 
will produce systems that wants ultra-low power, will utilize energy harvest home to power the sensing element 
network from environmental power sources. 

 
III. ENERGY HARVESTING TECHNOLOGY 

 
Energy harvest home is an applicable resolution for replacement of batteries in low power wireless electronic 

devices. As we tend to all apprehend, there are several potential uses of stray energies in our room, like solar, 
mechanical vibration, acoustic, wind, electromagnetic energy, heat,. These energy sources are free and pollution free. 
abundant analysis work on large-scale application of setting energy as well as star, wind, geothermal, etc. have already 
been done and therefore the connected technologies are terribly mature. However, once the matter changes into the way 
to harvest and storage these natural energies in minor-scale kind to power miniaturized wireless sensor nodes, earlier 
large-scale energy harvest home technologies are not any longer applicable. Hence, several analysis works are 
mentioned within the literature on this energy harvest home technology for self-sustainable wireless sensor network. A 
number of the key progresses are delineated as follows. 

 
A. SOLAR ENERGY 

 For earth, solar power or light energy may be a reasonably inexhaustible and clean energy. The essential principle 
of optical assortment is to soak up an oversized variety of photons by the operation of photovoltaic materials. If there's 
enough variety of photons to activate the electronic optical pool, electricity will be obtained through acceptable 
structural style. As a result of power which will be harvested is greatly reckoning on the light intensity, optical 
elements are sometimes placed in an atmosphere with smart lighting condition so as to get a lot of power. Optical 
elements will be linked in serials to get the desired voltage. As producing value of optoelectronic elements is declining, 
the choice of solar power as energy supply for wireless device networks has become an inexpensive technical 
resolution. The disadvantage of solar power is that it's only accessible throughout day time (for outside environment) or 
workplace hour (for indoor environment). A battery is required to make sure the sensors to be operated all round the 
clock and also the potency will be low on cloudy days once sun exposure is incredibly low. 

 
B. WIND ENERGY  
     Like any of the unremarkably on the market renewable energy sources, wind energy gather has been wide 
researched for top power applications wherever massive wind turbine generators (WTGs) are used for supply power to 
remote masses and grid-connected applications. The most disadvantage relating to wind generation is dependableness 
issue, because the strength of the wind isn't constant and unpredictable, therefore it doesn't manufacture a similar 
quantity of electricity all the time. 
  
C. THERMAL ENERGY 
     Thermoelectric technology research began in 1940's, reached its peak in 1960's. And this technology was with 
success used on the space vehicle. Temperature distinction generator is featured with characteristics like tiny, light-
weight, no vibration, no noise, less maintenance and may work for long hours below harsh atmosphere. It's appropriate 
to act as low power but 5W and typically mounted in an exceedingly type of pilotless police investigation sensors, 
medical instrumentation, and little short-range communication devices. At present, the relevant products are wide used. 
German scientists have fancied a brand new variety of battery mistreatment the temperature of frame to supply 
electricity, which might offer long-run "power" for transportable miniature electronic devices and eliminates the 
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difficulty of charging or substitution batteries. As an example, temperature distinction that adequate to 50C between 
human skin and garments is took advantage of and supply decent energy for a standard watch. 
 
D. VIBRATION ENERGY 
     Mechanical energy gathering devices produces electricity from vibration, stress and strain. Energy extraction from 
vibrations is predicated on the movement of a spring mounted mass relative to its support frame. Mechanical 
acceleration is created by vibrations that successively cause the mass element to maneuver and oscillate (Kinetic 
energy).This energy may be regenerate into electricity via strain on a piezoelectric material which implies there's a peak 
frequency at that system derives most of its energy. Piezoelectric material has the distinctive property of manufacturing 
an electrical charge once bear a mechanical strain and the other way around once electrical potential is applied. Piezo 
electrical material receives the foremost quantity of analysis attention thanks to their high voltage, easy 
implementation, and their suitability. The piezo electrical material Lead metal Titan ate (PZT) exhibits a comparatively 
high conversion of mechanical to electricity. Innovative energy gather technology will collect vibration from the setting 
and convert them into electricity to power a range of sensors. several of the vibrations in natural and manmade setting 
tare comparatively low frequency (under 120Hz),and often rely on energy sources of variable activity levels like engine 
vibrations, wind level, vehicle speed, etc. The output power of a vibration driven energy harvester is directly 
proportional to the vibration amplitude and frequency of the energy supply, and therefore the size of the harvester. The 
number of electricity generated by vibration will increase the output by increasing the frequency and amplitude of the 
vibrator. Once a piezoelectric system vibrates at its resonance frequency, even a tiny low actuation will cause giant 
displacement amplitudes. Strain or deformation in an exceedingly piezoelectric material causes charge separation 
across the device manufacturing an electrical field and consequently a free fall proportional to the strain applied. Figure 
1 shows the Energy harvesting diagram for sensor network. 

 
                                           Figure 1: Energy harvesting diagram for sensor network 
 
 
E. ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY 
     Ambient energy within the kind of unreal electro-magnetic (EM) radiation is copious no matter the system location 
(indoors or outdoors) or time of day. Broadcast radio, TV, mobile telephone, wireless networks are RF sources offered 
during a town and in an exceedingly much inhabited areas. It's potential to gather EM energy from these RF sources 
and convert into power. This can be accomplished by receiving radio waves with an antenna, changing the signal into 
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electrical and learning the output power. The number of power offered depends on supply of power, distance from 
source, antenna gain, and conversion potency. One transmitter will provide energy to multiple detector devices. Energy 
harvester embedded into sensing element nodes will receive RF energy from transmitter. The energy harvester converts 
the RF energy into DC current to power the sensing element node. Broadcasted RF energy can reach to the sensor 
nodes even through walls, on top of ceiling, and behind objects, and provides a reliable and predictable energy supply 
as opposition pure close energy harvest technologies like indoor star, thermal or vibrations. Looking on transmit power 
of multiple phones in shut proximity will offer many uW of power. Extra sources embrace Radio, TV, and mobile base 
stations. Different RF energy sources are microwave radio links, police mobile radio. 
 
F. HUMAN BODY ENERGY 
    The physical structure endlessly moves and radiates heat. Even at rest the physical structure is emitting heat into the 
atmosphere. It's attainable to faucet into a number of this energy to power wearable sensors. The electronic devices 
harvest energy from the users everyday actions e.g., walking respiratory, body heat, pressure level, and finger motion 
(watches are battery-powered exploitation each kinetic energy of a moving arm and therefore the heat discharge from 
the surface of the skin). The energy may be tapped out from leg and arm motion, shoe impact, and pressure level for 
low level power to implantable or wearable sources. 
 
G. SOIL ENERGY 
     Soil is that the most spatially advanced stratum on Earth, containing minerals and lots of organisms like, algae, 
fungi, nematodes, protozoa, microorganism and earthworms. Some microorganism within the soil is known to get 
electricity (exoelectrogens) while not the availability of an exogenous intermediary. These microorganisms embody 
Geobacter sulfurreducens, Rhodoferax ferrireducens and Shewanella, every of that oxidizes the carbon supply to 
transfer electrons while not an intermediary and derive energy for growth within the method. 
                                                                       
FUNCTION OF SOIL BATTERY 
     In Microbial fuel cell (MFC) Microorganism within the soil act as a reasonable and self-renewable substance for 
chemical science reaction of organic compounds, like acetate, ethanol, and pyruvate, to dioxide, electrons, and protons 
with metal electrodes because the electron acceptor. Anodic conductor potential is developed by the oxidisation of 
electrons after the bio-reaction of microorganisms surround the electrodes. On the opposite hand, an oxidisation 
reduction method happens within the cathode conductor. Within the redox method, microorganism converts energy to 
electricity. 
     The CO2 and water, with a simultaneous production of electricity as a by-product, are generated throughout the 
chemical science reactions of microorganism and also the substrate. The additional electrons are evoked by electrodes 
to the external load or energy storage components, e.g. battery or super capacitance. 
     The soil energy is another energy supply to remedy the surroundings and energy activities. Recently, the chemical-
to-electricity conversion processes from microorganism are used to determine microbial fuel cells. However, variations 
within the operative conditions, like conductor materials, temperature, moisture, and MFC design, have an effect on the 
output power of a soil energy cell.  
 
SUBSTRATE IMPEDANCE 
     High internal resistance. Soil contains a matrix of metals, minerals, moisture and salinity that facilitate the physical 
phenomenon of electricity. The formation of a soil are often categorised by the content of its sands and clay. Generally, 
sands have all-time low conduction, silts have a medium conduction, and clays have the very best conduction. 
     In addition to reducing the interior resistance, a conjugate matching between the energy cell and also the load is 
important to exploit the output power. At the little load resistance, the cell is current-limited; at the big load resistance, 
the cell becomes voltage-limited. 
     Some soil varieties are higher able to conduct electricity than different soil varieties just because their matrix 
contains higher percentages of sure minerals and salts that expedite the chemical science reaction within the soil. 
Therefore, to spice up the output power, salt, which reinforces the conduction of the soil substrate, are often additional 
to the cells. During this approach, the substrate resistance is reduced effectively, and thus, the output power will 
increase. As an example, conductive salt are often additional to the soil cell to spice up the output power. The output 
power will increase till the substrate resistance isn't the dominant issue for the interior resistance of the soil cell. 
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EFFECT OF WATER CONTENT IN THE SOIL 
    The electrical physical phenomenon of soils varies looking on the quantity of water control by soil particles. The 
upper water content within the soil lowers the substrate resistance and might accelerate the microbial reaction. The 
output power and voltage of a soil cell drops because the water content within the soil is reduced; the output power is 
saturated though the water content will increase since the electron transfer rate from the membrane of the electrogenous 
bacterium reaches its most. 

IV. CONCLUSION  
 
 In this paper, we offer a comprehensive review on some common energy gathering technologies of wireless sensor 

networks, and therefore the introduction of energy management technology. Examination to alternative renewable 
energy, like solar and recurrent event energy, soil energy is definitely accessible and insensitive to surroundings 
changes. The developed sensor system victimization soil energy will be additionally used for remote field experiment 
and environmental observation in an energy-constrained space and avoid frequent battery replacement. To enhance the 
output power of a soil cell, polite microorganism and ready soil substrate will be used. The new technology will alter 
promising applications in environmental observation and green natural philosophy. 
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